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Abstract. The synthesis of high temperature superconducting films of Y : 247 (Tc ~ 73 K) have been successfully achieved. The difficulty in synthesis owing to narrow range of stability of Y : 247 has been taken care of
through several quenching modes, e.g. quenching of the films synthesized at ~ 850°°C, in air or in liquid nitrogen. The energy dispersive analysis of X-rays (EDAX) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) studies of
the as processed film, Y2Ba4Cu7O14+x, exhibit nearly correct cationic stoichiometry of 2 : 4 : 7; also narrow regions (< 50 Å) of minority Y : 124 phase and stacking faults capable of working as flux pinning sites have been
invariably found to be present. In addition to Y : 247, Ag admixed films have also been investigated. The Tc
here is ~ 70–75 K which is similar to that of the film without silver. Representative estimates of transport
critical current density (Jc) for Y : 247 films is ~ 103 A/cm2, and with silver corresponding to Y2Ba4Cu7O14+x
(Ag0⋅⋅1) is found to be ~ 104 A/cm2.
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Introduction

Three high-temperature superconductors are found to
exist in the Y–Ba–Cu–O HTSC family. Their chemical
formulae may be written as Y2Ba4Cu6+nO14+n, where n is
the average number of CuO ‘chains’ separating two CuO2
‘planes’ in each basic building block. The n = 0 member
of the family (‘Y : 123’) is the well known superconductor (Tc ~ 90 K). In contrast to Y : 123, the n = 2 member
of the YBCO family (‘Y : 124’) is characterized by high
stability of the oxygen concentration. In a co-existing
manner, its critical temperature (Tc), 81–82 K, is quite
stable (Karpinski et al 1990). The n = 1 member of this
family i.e. Y2Ba4Cu7O14+x, was first synthesized under
high oxygen pressure by Karpinski et al (1998). The
Y : 123, Y : 124 and Y : 247 phases of Y–Ba–Cu–O along
with their rare earth analogues offer three isostructural
families with incremental variations in the lattice parameters, superconducting properties and potential advantages.
Bordet et al (1998) determined the crystal structure of
Y : 247, the structure contains alternating blocks with Cu–O
single chains (Y : 123 units) and Cu–O double chains
(Y : 124) units in the c direction.
Y : 247 can be prepared in a similar fashion as Y : 124,
by employing oxygen enhancer catalysts or under high
oxygen pressures, the primary differences between the
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two preparation methods being the sintering temperature
which in the case of Y : 247 is between 845°C and 870°C
i.e. at intermediate temperature between those of Y : 123
and Y : 124. As is well known, Y1Ba2Cu3O7–δ has a variable oxygen stoichiometry, 0 ≤ δ ≤ 1, due to labile oxygen
in the chain layer. In contrast, Y1Ba2Cu4O8 has a fixed
oxygen stoichiometry (δ = 0) due to the stable –Cu2O2–
ribbons. The Y : 247 phase has only about half the expansion anomaly of Y : 123 and suffers from nearly half the
oxygen unloading shortcoming. Even more importantly,
the material remains orthorhombic across the whole oxygen stoichiometric range and, therefore, is free from the
rather subtle tetragonal to orthorhombic transition which
is the cause of extensive microcracking in Y : 123. Another
interesting aspect of Y : 247 phase seems to be the fact
that unlike Y : 123 and Y : 124, the as grown phase of this
HTSC material invariably contains some amount (few
unit cell wide regions) of Y : 124. This second phase may
be useful since it may act as flux pinning sites as it possesses the desired properties e.g. extent of few unit cells
only. The Y : 124 phase has Tc close to 80 K, while that
of Y : 247 depends on the oxygen stoichiometry and according to earlier reports has been observed at temperatures higher than 90 K (Tallon et al 1990). These features
distinguish Y : 247 from its counterparts Y : 123 and
Y : 124, and imparts special characteristics in regard to
deployment for applications. As is well known now, thin
films are better suited for a variety of applications. These
applications include superconducting quantum interfer113
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ence devices (SQUIDs), superconducting interconnects
and microwave application and in the measurement of
their basic intrinsic properties. The most extensive studies on thin films employing both the conventional (e.g.
chemical techniques like spray pyrolysis) as well as sophisticated techniques (e.g. laser ablation) have been carried out on Y : 123 HTSC phase, some studies on thin
films of Y : 124 have also been done (Guptasarma et al
1991; Kumari Suman et al 1996). However, hardly any
studies on thin films of Y : 247 HTSC phase are available.
In view of the lower variation of oxygen stoichiometry,
absence of tetragonal to orthorhombic transition and the
native presence of a minority (Y : 124) phase, interest in
the synthesis and studies of Y : 247 films is imperative.
Keeping these facts in view, the present investigations on
the formation, synthesis and characterization of Y : 247
films have been undertaken. The chemical technique of
spray pyrolysis which is simple to handle, economically
viable and yet leads to a device grade HTSC film and
also holds technical potential (Deluca et al 1993), has
been employed for the formation of Y : 247 films.
Since the films corresponding to Y : 247 HTSC phase
have not been prepared earlier, the formation parameters
are not known and Y : 247 has a narrow stability range of
existence as compared to other HTSC phases of the series,
Y2Ba4Cu6+nO14+n (e.g. Y : 124, Y : 123). The conditions of
the formation of Y : 247 thin films have been determined
in the present investigation based on a series of quenching
experiments in air and liquid nitrogen, aimed at arresting
the Y : 247 phase in the as synthesized films. In addition
to quenching experiments, several annealing experiments
in oxygen ambient were carried out for oxygen loading,
and for the optimization of the transition temperature, Tc.
The estimates of Jc for the Y : 247 and Y : 247 (Ag0⋅1) films
have also been obtained.
2.

Experimental and results

Films of Y : 247 were prepared by downward spray of a
0⋅3 M alcoholic solution containing the nitrates of Y, Ba
and Cu in the atomic ratio 2 : 4 : 7, on single crystal MgO
substrates. 5% of NaNO3 was added as oxygen enhancer.
The substrate temperature (Ts) for deposition was kept at

Table 1.

Details of processing parameters embodying air quenching.

Annealing temp.
(± 5°C)
850
850
850
850
850
850

450° ± 10°C. The oxygen was used as the carrier gas and
the deposition rate was ~ 4 cc/min. As prepared films on
the substrate were annealed at 850° ± 5°C in O2 atmosphere for different durations: ranging from 5–24 h. Keeping in view the fact that Y : 247 will convert into Y : 124
at temperatures below 850°C, in the first set of experiments the above annealed films were air quenched through
quick withdrawal from the furnace. To have still better
phase retention, in the second set of experiments the
films were quenched in liquid nitrogen. The conversion
of Y : 247 into Y : 124 is kinetically hindered below
~ 650°C; therefore, the samples were oxygen loaded by
slow heating in oxygen at ~ 550°C for 8 h, to achieve
proper oxygen stoichiometry.
The quenching was performed in the following way:
each ceramic sample was contained in a alumina boat and
was heated to 850°C in flowing O2. At quenching temperature (Tq ≈ 850°C), the samples with the boat was
withdrawn rapidly (in < 1 s) and dropped directly into
liquid nitrogen (LN), which was used because of its nonreactivity with the ceramic material. After quenching in
LN, the film together with substrate was instantly heated
to just above 100°C to get rid of any condensed moisture.
Details of the main processing parameters embodying air
or LN quenching and oxygen annealing (loading) are
shown in tables 1 and 3. In an effort to get better results
and also to compare the effect of air or LN quenching,
another set of experiments were carried out in which the
quenched films were annealed in Argon atmosphere
(table 2).
The gross phase identification was carried out using
Philips PW-1710 power diffractometer with a wide-angle
goniometer and graphite monochromator. The XRD of
the samples annealed at 850°C in oxygen, air quenched
and then annealed in O2 showed that in addition to
Y : 247, the other Y bearing phases i.e. Y : 124 and Y : 123,
were also present. The comparative XRD patterns of the
films annealed at 850°C in oxygen, quenched in air or LN
and then subsequently annealed in Argon, are shown in
figures 1a and b. It exhibits that the phase is nearly Y : 247
with some traces of Y : 124 and CuO. However, the XRD
of the as grown samples annealed at 850°C in oxygen for
17 h, quenched in LN and then finally oxygen loaded at

Annealing
time in O2 (h)

Quenching
medium

Temp.
(± 5°C)

Ambient

Annealing
time

Tc (R = 0)
(°K)

5
10
12
14
17
24

Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air

500
500
550
550
550
550

Oxygen
Oxygen
Oxygen
Oxygen
Oxygen
Oxygen

12 h
12 h
8h
8h
8h
8h

–
< 20 K
< 47 K
< 20 K
< 20 K
< 20 K
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Table 2.

Dependence of Tc on quenching medium.

Annealing temp.
(± 5°C)
850
850

Table 3.

Annealing
time in O2 (h)

Quenching
medium

Temp.
(± 5°C)

Ambient

Annealing
time

Tc (R = 0)
(°K)

12
12

Air
Liquid N2

550
550

Argon
Argon

8h
8h

~ 60 K
~ 40 K

Dependence of Tc on annealing time embodying liquid N2 quenching.

Annealing temp.
(± 5°C)
850
850
850
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Annealing
time in O2 (h)

Quenching
medium

Temp.
(± 5°C)

Ambient

Annealing
time

Tc (R = 0)
(°K)

14
17
24

Liquid N2
Liquid N2
Liquid N2

550
550
550

Oxygen
Oxygen
Oxygen

8h
8h
8h

~ 50 K
~ 73 K
~ 60 K

Figure 1. (a)–(b) XRD of Y : 247 phase (~ 850°C; 12 h, after air quenching, annealed in Argon at ~ 550°C for 8 h) exhibiting
some traces of Y : 124 and CuO.

550°C, revealed better Y : 247 phase formation evidenced
through the presence of low angle reflections (e.g. 004,
006) of Y : 247 as shown in figure 2.
Electrical characterization of the films was carried out
using a Keithley resistivity set-up and an APD closed
cycle refrigerator controlled by a computer. The R–T
measurements for as grown films annealed at ~ 850°C for
12 h in O2, quenched in air or LN and then finally annealed in Argon showed Tc (R = 0) ~ 60 K (curve a) and
~ 40 K (curve b), respectively (figure 3). The curve b i.e.
LN quenched and Argon annealed sample, exhibited
semiconducting behaviour before transition. The representative R–T curve obtained from the film annealed at
~ 850°C for ~ 17 h in O2, LN quenched and then finally
oxygen loaded, exhibited pre-transition metallic behaviour and showed Tc (R = 0) of ~ 73 K (figure 4). Following
the same method applied for the synthesis of Y : 247

films, the silver bearing Y : 247 films were also prepared.
However, for introducing Ag, suitable amount of 0⋅3 M
AgNO3 solution in distilled water was added in the main
solution. For the case of Ag bearing Y : 247 phase, a representative R–T curve is shown in figure 5, the Tc (R = 0)
corresponding to this curve comes out to be ~ 75 K.
For HTSC materials, which correspond to rather complex ceramic materials, in addition to the gross structure,
monitoring of the local area structure and microstructures, are equally important. Keeping in view the fact that
the transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is the most
appropriate technique for the said purpose, we employed
TEM technique both in imaging and diffraction modes
(and also EDAX) for the exploration of local area structure/microstructure. A computerized electron microscope
(Philips EM (CM-12)) was used both in imaging and diffraction modes for microstructural analysis. Samples for
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Figure 2.
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XRD pattern of the spray pyrolysed Y : 247 phase (~ 850°C; 17 h, oxygen loaded at ~ 550°C).

Figure 3. Temperature dependence of the resistance of (a) air
quenched and (b) LN quenched, samples annealed in Argon.

TEM studies were made by scraping the as synthesized
Y : 247 over carbon coated copper grids. Figure 6 shows
EDAX of the processed Y : 247 film. The composition ratio
of Y : Ba : Cu as determined is approximately 2 : 3⋅5 : 7⋅3.
The EDAX results indicate good agreement with the envisaged 2 : 4 : 7 stoichiometry. A typical electron diffraction pattern and TEM image bringing out direct lattice
resolution representative of the as processed sample are
shown in figures 7 and 8, respectively. Figure 7a exhibits
the SAD pattern, in which besides the sharp diffraction
spots, a weak diffuse streaking along c* can also be seen.
Yet another curious structural feature as revealed by the
electron diffraction studies is the presence of a superstructural phase with c′ ≅ 4c0 (c0 being the lattice parame-

Figure 4. Variation of resistance with temperature for the
films quenched in LN after annealing at 850°C in oxygen for
(a) 17 h, (b) 24 h and (c) 14 h.

ter of the parent Y : 247 phase). However, irrespective of
streaking the presence of some closely spaced spots along
the marked direction reflects the fact that unit cells of c
periodicity ~ 50⋅8 Å (c/2 ≈ 25⋅4 Å) which corresponds to
Y : 247 phase, are present (figure 7b). Figure 8 shows that
the minority phase i.e. Y : 124 (B), is embedded in the
Y : 247 regions (A).

3.

Discussion

As mentioned earlier, the Y : 247 structure consists of
alternating Y : 123 and Y : 124 blocks. Due to the double
Cu–O chains the coordination of oxygen in Cu increases
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in the Y : 124, therefore, the oxygen is more stable than in
the Y : 123 structures. In Y : 247 the oxygen in the single
chains i.e. in the Y : 123 layers, is expected to be weakly
bound, while the oxygen in the Y : 124 layers is more
tightly bound. Consequently, the oxygen loss on heating
Y : 247 should be less than for Y : 123 at the same temperature and oxygen partial pressure. In contrast to the
Y : 123 phase, the Y : 247 HTSC phase remains superconducting (although with reduced Tc) even after losing an
appreciable amount of oxygen from the Y : 123 like blocks.
At higher temperatures, the Y : 124 blocks are destroyed
too, leaving the Y : 123 and CuO as the only ‘stable’
products.

Figure 5. Variation of resistance with temperature for the Ag
bearing Y : 247 films corresponding to Y2Ba4Cu7O14+x (Ag0⋅1).

Figure 6. EDAX of Y : 247 thin film exhibiting the nearly
correct cationic stoichiometry.
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The thermal stability of each of these three phases
(Y : 123, Y : 247 and Y : 124) is different. During annealing of the Y : 124 phase, a sudden decomposition with the
formation of the Y : 123 phase starts at about 880°C. The
Y : 124 phase has very high thermal stability and the
Y : 247 phase is less stable than Y : 124 (but more stable
than Y : 123) because of the existence of Y : 123 like
blocks in the structure. These considerations reveal that
Y : 247 is an intermediate phase between Y : 123 and
Y : 124 and also the formation of Y : 124 and Y : 247
phases occurs via intermediate multiphase reactions with
strong consumption of oxygen. In the present investigation the samples annealed at ~ 850°C for different time
spans of 14, 17 and 24 h, have been quenched in liquid
N2 so as to arrest the formed phases. Since the thermal
mass of the sample i.e. substrate and film, is small, the
temperature would drop from ~ 850°C to nearly room
temperature in a few seconds. It would thus be possible to
freeze the phase prevalent at the processing temperature
of ~ 850°C. The transition temperature, Tc, of the Y : 247
phase appears to vary in a wide range of 16–70 K (see
tables 1–3). This variation presumably arises due to varying oxygen content. On the other hand, Tc of Y : 124 shows
a very small deviation from 81 K (Kumari Suman et al
1996).
The critical current densities of the as-synthesized
Y : 247 films were measured on several samples. The representative estimate of Jc was found to be ~ 2 to 3 × 103 A/cm2.
The critical current density, Jc, for the Y2Ba4Cu7O14+x
(Ag0⋅1) films was found to be ~ 2 × 104 A/cm2 i.e. about an
order higher than the films without Ag. This is however,
expected since in other Y bearing cuprate HTSC thin film
phases e.g. YBa2Cu3O14+x (Agy) (Kumar et al 1993), Jc
have been found to improve significantly with Ag doping.
Further work on optimization of Jc including the effect of
variation of Ag concentration is presently being carried
out and results will be forthcoming.
In the present investigation attempts have been made to
monitor the microstructural features by electron microscopy. From the microstructural investigations, it has
been found that the as synthesized samples are generally
biphasic. As a result of decomposition, Y : 247 may be
partially converted into Y : 124. If the removal of a Cu–O
chain is random, there would be a stacking disorder along
‘c’. This disorder causes streaking in the diffraction pattern of the 00l rows of spots. The Y : 124 phase, if only
few unit cells wide would have a much lower Tc than the
usual bulk Y : 124. Thus narrow Y : 124 regions which
would be compatible with the coherence length (~ 30 Å)
are expected to act as flux pinning sites. Similarly stacking faults in the Y : 247 matrix (see figure 8) having
widths of the order of coherence length would also act as
flux pinning centres. The representative TEM image
shown in figure 8 brings out the fact that narrow regions
having extents of about the coherence length are present
corresponding to both the Y : 124 and stacking faults.
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Figure 7. (a) SAD pattern exhibiting disorder through diffuse streaking along the c* axis and superstructures (c′ ≈ 4C0)
marked by arrow and (b) a representative SAD pattern of Y : 247 showing c/2 ≈ 25⋅4 Å.

4.

Conclusions

It can thus be concluded that in the present study, Y : 247
high temperature superconducting films with Tc ~ 73 K
and Jc ~ 103 A/cm2 (for Y2Ba4Cu7O14+x (Ag0⋅1), the Jc ~
104 A/cm2) have been successfully prepared through
spray pyrolysis technique. The Y : 247 phase has been
retained through suitable quenching treatments in air or
LN, from the temperature ~ 850°C representing the phase
stability region of Y : 247. From the local area structural
and microstructural studies through TEM, it has been
found that the as synthesized and processed films embody
the minority Y : 124 phase and stacking fault (SF) regions
which have narrow widths compatible with coherence
length, ξ (~ 30 Å) and thus the as prepared films are expected to contain effective flux pinning sites.
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Figure 8. Lattice resolution TEM micrograph obtained from
Y : 247 film. Notice the presence of some minority phase,
Y : 124 (marked B) as also the stacking faults (marked SF).

Thus the as synthesized and processed Y : 247 films appear to embody native flux pinning centre which enhance
the intragrain critical current density.
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